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Are you ready to come with me into the Station of 
Light? Are you ready to explore more aspects of 
who you are – what you are? Are you ready to 
receive the flow of energy and information? 

Let us begin this way, focussing your attention 
within this transition space within the Station of 
Light, bringing all of your heightened senses into 
action, so that you participate very strongly in the 
session today. 

“We are with you, Beloved.  

Orem addressing you and I 
do represent all of us 
stationed here who are part 
of the consignment [is that 
a word you would 
recognise us by?] who are 
assigned in this particular 
aspect of creation 
connected with the 
planetoid named Earth and 

the Beings who have come forward over many 
cycles and presented in many different aspects of 
life to support the repositioning of the planet and 
supporting the evolving state of consciousness, of 
awareness. 

You understand that we use the terminology of the 
vessel who offers herself for these sessions and you 
will also understand that you are able to receive the 
impression of  what we deliver to you in all of these 
sessions, therefore you are receiving specific 
information for you and questions you may bring 
into this space will also be receiving attention and in 
your own specific way, you will be aware of the 
required information you have been seeking.  

The many levels of you  manifested even here 
alongside your main focus as your current body 
form participate in the sessions. This is part of the 
pathway that you opened in your connection to the 
point of origin state and all other aspects of you are 
aware of receiving information. The information may 
appear to be important, or it may appear to be 
confirmation of things that you already have 
realised and what you may have already manifested 
in many of your life patterns.  

We refer again to the energy sphere imprinted with 
everything that you knew would be appropriate for 
you in this time to be receiving. You have already 
stepped into that energy state – into that sphere – 
remembering that in this area where you are 
assembled there is no time definition.  

There is experience, there is movement through 
different dimensions. We speak to you in this way 
so that you continue to expand your own concepts, 
moving beyond time and expanding your 
awareness into the multi dimensional facets of what 
you represent and what you allow to come into your 
beingness. Within your energy sphere from your 
point of origin there is also the pattern which 
represents the entire planetoid you are on and 
because there is no separation, you will also be 
receiving connection to other galactic dimensions 
and spheres. We refer to them as dimensions 
because in that sense they are a different state of 
existence and energy. Civilisations manifest in 
many different styles, depending on the necessity of 
what is required where they are located and the 
intention of what the experience would be.  

You also realise that the experience on the Earth 
planet has changed many times. The atmosphere 
has changed, the pattern of growth of life in general 
has changed. We bring your attention to the 
changes which you are experiencing currently and 
these will have been apparent to you in different 
ways. You may have already been experiencing a 
physical shift, as if you were sitting in one place and 
the next  moment you were aware of shifting into a 
different position and this will have represented a 
shift in the dimensional field around you which you 
consciously placed yourself into and there are many 
of you have been focusing on this term “the shift””. 
The shift relates to your own state of consciousness 
and where you perceive yourself to be, what your 
intention is and what you allow yourself to 
experience. The impulse you all have from your 
origination space connected with Source Energy is 
to continually be upgraded and expansion of your 
senses, your perceptions, your awareness, your 
consciousness. 

This has happened to you  many times. Are you 
aware of this in your current life path? As a result of 
all of this current movement and expansion you will 
be releasing many of the atoms within your energy 
system which related to previous experience and 
which created a sense of change within your 
emotional or physical bodies.  



 

The alignment with your intention into a pure line of 
connection to your point of origin and Source 
Energy then this is the part of the disengagement 
from you of the previous patterns and you will have 
been noticing changes in many of the layers of your 
physical unit. Even as you attend here in this 
experience, you are experiencing change. You may 
be experiencing release in some patterns that you 
have brought with you in this state. Remember, you 
are still engaging the energy systems which you 
brought forth for your own beingness to assist you. 
Ultimately this will mean that you participate openly, 
joyfully, and in full connection with the entire 
intention of the entire grouping of Beings who 
manifest as part of this ongoing exchange of 
information which enables you to expand  beyond 
the known consciousness field you have existed in 
and to absorb a greater level of realisation and 
manifestation. And this is the entire purpose of your 
connection into this space. 

Be very strong in your own intention and connection 
so that you are not diverted from that linkage, that 
alignment. Once you have committed to that 
alignment and clear pathway, you may then have a 
sense that there are others who are not working 
alongside you with the same intention. You would 
need to keep your focus on your own direct linkage 
and alignment and in this way you are moving with 
those of us who are overseeing and assisting this 
process of expansion, upliftment, and a resettling 
into the ongoing phase of existence.  

Around you in the presentation is the energy field for 
you to experience of the next civilisation coming in, 
which you are creating. Everything of that would be 
included in what you would term JOY in the 
conscious connection with manifesting Source 
Energy. Feel this as you engage it within what you 
are experiencing here. Many of you are engaged in 
the process of sending out a layer, as if it was a 
wave, around the entire planet. Multi-coloured. 
Different light spectrum and in that different light 
spectrum is the manifestation of different facets of 
creation which will appear. It may appear as new 
dwelling spaces, of transportation vehicles, of 
different plant life.  

It is all contained within the energy system which 
envelops the Earth at this time. The more that It 
moves into the true alignment such as you are in 
this moment, then more of this Creation unfolds and 
the general sense of support of each and the 
purification of each comes into reality.  

With your awareness now coming back into the 
receiving area of the Station, there are many Beings 
here with you and you will see them in their different 
forms which they retain, of course, as they travel 
through dimensions to be with you in this state, 
collectively. You know you are supported and 
assisted. As you feel that and acknowledge it, I 
withdraw now 

Orem  out “ 

Thank you Orem.  This is Lani 
again addressing you and I have 
alongside me Ulea. 
 
“We are here with you with the 
intention of assisting you to 
absorb the multi layers you have 
experienced in this session.  
 
It is for you to continue to work 

with and it also increases what you have already 
experienced here, connecting you to the core 
energy system which you have retained because it 
is your Essence, and this you realised in that point 
of origin existence and the connection in this 
session has reinforced that for you. 
 
I am now assisting you to return back to your 
physical form. You do know me as the one named 
Ulea and I have visited some of you individually, 
When it is appropriate I would appear in your 
knowledge, your awareness, and I am here in this 
Station always.  I enjoy observing you shifting into 
your true energy being. 
 

 Ulea  out  

 

Thanks Ulea. 
 
Lani again here.  So - have you come back into your 
body. Are you feeling that core energy of you? I feel 
that in my solar plexus energy system. You may be 
aware of it somewhere else – but it is the central core  
energy pattern she was referring to which has been 
strengthened in this session. 
 
It is time to take in a breath of pure Light to fill you 
and open your eyes and orient yourself fully back 
into your current physical presentation in this world.  
That is important. 
 
Love who you are and enjoy who you are and what 
you bring forth into the world, especially knowing 
you have connected with the highest level of 
Creation, and that is what you are bringing through, 
clearly connected to All That Is. 
 
Again I thank you for sharing in this experience 
today through the Omega Communications Portal. 
 

Lani    
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Orem and Ulea paintings by Karen Elsworth, 
Visionary Artist www.extradimensionalart.com 


